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ntil now the Brangus breeders
has made incredible progress
with selection methods including
the use of EBV’s, but the problem
with EBV’s is that each trait has an EBV to
consider in your animal selection, but how
does one select for more than one trait?

Traditionally most breeders used some form of two
breeding methods. The first breeding method is tandem
selection. In tandem selection a breeder selects for
one trait until a certain selection target is reached then
the breeder starts selecting for another trait and so
the process goes. This is very easy to implement and
popular with so called threshold traits like calving
ease. A calf is either born unassisted or not – there are
only a few subclasses of a trait. However, this type of
selection method becomes very ineffective with traits
like body weights. The problem with these type of traits
is the genetic correlation between the traits that causes
selection in one trait to influence the selection progress
you made with other traits – for example increasing
weaning weight EBV’s also increases birth weight EBV’s
without intentionally selecting for it.

The solution to multiple trait selection is the selection
index. A selection index makes use of an aggregate
breeding value or Net Merit – it is a single value for a
combination of traits. It combines traits using EBV’s and
applying an economic weight to each EBV. The product
is a single value to describe the economic merit of the
animal i.e. a breeding value for profitability. The single
value also simplifies the ranking of the top seedstock
and production animals. the selection index also help
breeders and buyers alike in making balanced decisions
and reduces conflict in their decision-making process.
We have identified two possible indexes that we are
developing with the help from both our commercial and
seedstock breeders namely the Weaner/ Replacement
Index and the Brangus Stud index. The Weaner/
Replacement Index caters for the meat producer,
including in the index profit drivers that benefit the
producer and aiding him in selecting animals that will
produce animals that don’t necessarily have the best
EBV’s – but will make the most profit. The stud index
includes all the traits measured in our societies set
of EBV’s. this might not be as valuable for the weaner
production system – but for the breeders that chase
the figures this single value will be the golden ticket to
reaching the highest price at auction.
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The second form of multiple trait selection is called
independent culling levels where a minimum standard
for EBV’s are set and animals with EBV’s less that said

standard are culled regardless of any other merits the
animal might have. If the breeder is too strict with
applying the culling level, he may not have enough
females for the replacement herd or the breeder might
cull animals with some breeding potential.

“FROM A GENERATION TO A GENERATION”
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IN BRANGUS

ANIMAL COUNT

LE ROC BDY

FREE STATE

3241

KWAZULU NATAL

2127

NORTH WEST

1829

KWAZULU NATAL

1812

GREEN AJ
BOSMAN JC
KEEVERSFONTEIN BDY
MALHERBE RC & VEN

MPUMALANGA

1006

BLOMERUS J

FREE STATE

819

TRIO B BOERDERY

FREE STATE

783

MEYER MORGAN FARMS

EASTERN CAPE

767

TWEE PLUS BDY

EASTERN CAPE

708

FREE STATE

657

MAIZE VALLEY FARMS
BOTHA D

NORTH WEST

631

SMITH JH

NORTHERN CAPE

604

LANGUITSIG FARMING CC

KWAZULU NATAL

561

NORTH WEST

561

KWAZULU NATAL

560

MAKWASSIE SPRUIT ENTERPRIZES CC
MORTLOCK PR
ROBERTS JH
HUNTERS REST BLACK BRANGUS
ZWARTS JH

538

MPUMALANGA

526

KWAZULU NATAL

509

VLAKPOORT TRUST - MCMURRAY

KWAZULU NATAL

472

FREE STATE

457

COBBOLD TRUST
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SCLANDERS C
MASHININI ENTERPRISE
NEL HJ
CAMPHER, DR. EJ

EASTERN CAPE

442

NORTH WEST

436

FREE STATE

436

PAGE F

NORTHERN CAPE

423

KING BJ

EASTERN CAPE

415

FREE STATE

412

MPUMALANGA

400

REDFIELD BRANGUS
DIE BOTHA BOERDERY TRUST

as recorded on 13th of April 2018
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FREE STATE
KWAZULU NATAL

st

VAN WYK AJ

1

1017

AVENANT BRANGUS - TUISTE VAN

1044

EASTERN CAPE

KAMPIOENE

FREE STATE

ROBERTS DO

MEMBER OF WESTERN GENETICS VELDBULKLUB.
AUCTION 30 AUGUST 2018.

PROVINCE

Prestige Brangus • Willem Avenant
Sel. 071 857 6088 / 083 279 3449
avenant@webmail.co.za

STUD

Avenant Brangus • Willem Avenant
Posbus 2056 • Vryburg 8600
Sel.071 857 6088 / 083 279 3449
avenant@webmail.co.za

LARGE ANIMAL HERDS

Feed Efficiency relates to the biggest expense in beef
production. Cows that have a better feed efficiency will
produce more calf mass at less cost. Dietary requirements
of the cow are dependant on maintenance needs, stage
of pregnancy, lactation output and body condition.
Reproductive performance is directly related to meeting
the nutritional needs, in order for the cow to cycle on
time to become pregnant in good time.

COW MASS

THE EFFICIENT

s the future is going to demand more human food from less
agricultural land the beef industry is to increase the efficiency
of its production. The pork and poultry industry has made huge
advances in the feed conversion of their animals. These two
industries are however trapped in the realm of needing high
quality feedstuffs. The advantage the beef industry has is to use lower quality roughage, veld
and lower potential agricultural land to produce a high quality protein. Producing mass off low
quality ranging is therefore something the beef industry must get better at in the next 30 years.
The essence of this factory will revolve around the beef cow and the efficiency with which she can
produce protein off hectares of grazing.
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EFFICIENCY
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Efficiency can be measured when comparing input
to output. This plays a huge part in the successful
profitability and in the end sustainability. Factors that
affect cow efficiency are:
•
•
•
•
•

Animal Health
Culling Rates
Reproductive efficiency
Management
Genetics

•
•

Beef reproductive efficiency and milk production are
both influenced by body condition. Cows that are thin
at calving can suffer with poor milk production and
poorer conception rates. After weaning when the cow’s
nutritional needs are fairly low, might be the best time to
increase their condition. The potential of early weaning
to assist cows in times of severe drought is a matter for
sound evaluation.

CONCLUSION
Profitability is the cornerstone to financial sustainability
and should always be in our decision-making cauldron.
Efficiency of cows in a beef cow herd operation is
therefore paramount. Matching cow size and milk to the
nutritional plane of the farm plays a huge role. Managing
the body condition of cows in the herd can result in
higher pregnancy rates and heavier weaning masses.
REFERENCES
Managing Beef Cow Efficiency: TD Maddock, GC Lamb, DD Henry
Whats the Measure of the Efficient Cow: Alan Neuport
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MILK
Milk production is highly correlated to levels of feed
intake. Early calf growth is heavily influenced by by milk
production. The moment nutritive levels come under
limitation then the high milk producing cows start to
lose body condition. Future reproductive potential can
be strongly and negatively influenced when high milk
producing cows come under nutritive strain.

•
•
•
•
•

Breed Director of The Brangus Cattle Breeders
Society
B.Sc (Agric.) UOFS 1984
B.Sc (Agric.) Hons. UOFS 1986
B.INST.AGAR. Hons, UP 1986
He’s been working in the agricultural industry
since 1984 and has been the Breed Director of the
Brangus Cattle Breeders Society since 2013

Nutrition
End Product Value

USING AVAILABLE NUTRITION EFFECTIVELY
About half of the energy a cow takes in is used for
maintenance. The more efficient cow will be better at
this than others. The due objective should be to produce
as many kilograms of saleable product with the given
resources. Beef herds that reproduce more efficiently will
have more pregnant cows, shorter intercalving periods,
and more kilograms to market.
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BEEF COW

As a cow’s weight increases, the nutrition needed for
maintenance increases. If the available nutrition is
limited and falls below maintenance levels she starts to
lose weight. She also starts to fail in the reproductive
tasks. Medium frame cows require less maintenance and
can thus perform her reproductive and productive tasks
better than a Large frame cow on the same diet. Larger
cows need more maintenance feed levels and thus have
to wean heavier calves to “pay” for the more feed they
consume. In stockman terms it is often said that cows
that wean more than half their mass at 200 days and have
reconceived are the efficient cows. In good seasons or
when plenty of additional feed is given the large cows are
capable of getting close to this cow calf weaning mass
ratio. In times of limited feed levels, these large cows do
not make the “ratio” grade and also slip on reconception.
In these conditions the medium sized cows come up
tops.

BODY CONDITION
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dis maar net
’n TJEK

MAAR, wat gebeur as ’n eksterne faktor veroorsaak dat jy
in ’n ongeluk is, of weens ernstige siekte in die hospitaal
beland en nie kan plant of die beeste bestuur nie? Waar
gaan die geld vandaan kom? Gaan jy jou bure in die oë
moet kyk om met die plantery te help of om die kalwers
te speen?
Wanneer daar nie ’n inkomste is nie, is dit nie
maar net weer nog ’n tjek nie? Dan word dit ’n
lewensbelangrike inkomste-stroom! Dikwels kom ’n
mens op versekeringsportefeuljes af waar meer as
genoeg voorsiening gemaak is om skuld af te los in
die geval van wanneer jy ongeskik raak om te werk.
Dit kan gedoen word, maar wat dan daarna? Jy kan
tog nie elke maand ’n stukkie van die huis of plaas
verkoop om die maandelikse uitgawes te dek
nie? Daarvoor moet daar ’n maandelikse
inkomste wees. Jy kan natuurlik redeneer
dat ’n deel van die ‘kontantbedrag’ belê kan

word om ’n maandelikse inkomste te verseker, maar
wat as die fondse nie na wense presteer, of jy meer as
die aanvaarde persentasie opbrengs benodig as ’n
maandelikse onttrekking? Sal dit nie makliker wees om
seker te wees dat jy elke maand ’n vasgestelde bedrag
kry wat nie afhang van markte se prestasie nie? ’n Bedrag
wat jaarliks kan groei met ’n vasgestelde persentasie?
Die goeie nuus is dat ONS, ONS MAANDELIKSE INKOMSTE
KAN VERSEKER. Verskeie versekeraars het produkte wat
jou einddoel sal waarborg. Die inkomste kan maandeliks
betaal word in die geval waar jy as die versekerde nie meer
in staat is om ’n eie inkomste te genereer nie. Sommige
maatskappye gee ook die opsie van ’n “kontantbedrag”,
asook ’n maandelikse inkomste. Die vraag is egter of
ons, ons versekeringsportefeulje so gestruktureer het om
hiervoor voorsiening te kan maak?
By Ultrafin het ons ’n span kundiges wat u kan help om
hierdie aspekte van jou beplanning deeglik deur te trap
om by ’n ‘werkbare’ oplossing uit te kom. Ons wil u nooi
om ons te skakel of ’n e-pos te stuur. Ons sal met graagte
’n afspraak reël en rustig na hierdie (dikwels afgeskeepte)
aspek van u beplanning kyk.
Kontak ons by 0861114602 of charl.oosthuizen@
ultrafin.co.za.
Ons sien daarna uit om van u te hoor.
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s landbouer is dit so dat ons
inkomste-stroom geweldig
kan wissel, afhangend van die
graanprys, die vleisprys en
soveel ander ‘pryse’ waarteen
elke dag baklei moet word. Hierdie pryse
is van die faktore wat maandeliks ons
salarisse bepaal. Om mielies te hê om te
kan bemark, moet hulle eers geplant word,
met die wete dat die reën nog moet kom.
Dus, speel ander eksterne faktore, soos
reën, ook ’n rol.
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BRANGUS AND THE

BEEF GENOMIC
PROJECT

T
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he human genome was the
first genome to be completely
sequenced and improved the
lives of human beings ever
since. It sparked the genome sequencing
and mapping of many domestic animal
species since then creating opportunities
for genetic improvement in livestock
previously beyond our reach. (Marle-Koster
et.al. 2013).
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The BGP is the first step in establishing a base
population for GEBV’s and ultimately genomic
selection. Currently South African Brangus breeders are
importing a large amount of semen from international
bulls. They base their breeding decisions on the EPD’s
– the American version the EBV’s - without realising that
a simple conversion of the EPD’s to EBV’s is in no way
an accurate prediction of the performance of the sire’s
South African progeny. Currently we cannot compare the
breeding values of international animals with our own,
in terms of breeding values they are essentially separate

breeds and they need to have South African progeny
to produce South African breeding values. However
genetic linkages within the global Brangus population
provides internationally comparability between sires,
and essentially more accurate breeding objectives.
In terms of genetic progress genomic selection is probably
as good as it gets. There are four elements determining
the rate of genetic progress. They are genetic variation,
selection intensity, accuracy, and generation interval.

The greatest impact of genomic
selection on genetic progress is the
drastic reduction in generation
interval. The US Holsteins
reduced their sire-of –bull

GENETIC
SUPERIORITY

generation
interval from
7 years to 2.4
years, doubling their
rate of genetic change.
With specific and accurate
selection from a wider range
of sires as well as dams you get
greater selection intensity without the
selection risk that usually accompanied
using a small selection of sires or dams
with traditional breeding methods. The genetic
variability will also be subject to the breeding
objective of each individual breeder instead of only
being subject to chance.
Taking all these factors into account produces massive
increases in the rate of genetic progress. This provides
and incredible opportunity not just for our current
breeders but for emerging breeders as well who will be
able to establish a quality stud in less than halve the time
that traditional breeding methods allows.
The path to genomic selection is an expensive and time
consuming one. Differences in performance must first be
identified through performance testing (NFE, RFI, meat
quality etc.). Then the genome of performance tested
animals need to be sequenced to detect differences in
genotypes. Differences in performance and differences
in genotypes should then be linked, and this result
combined with traditional breeding values to finally
produce GEBV’s.
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These are the basic steps towards genomic selection,
but they also involve some intricacies as well as a great
amount of data to produce accurate results. Currently
8 Brangus breeders have been taking part over the first
three years of the project. We have gathered over 70 RFI
tests and 24 meat quality test along with 100 genome
sequences. Our greatest issue at the moment for all the
participating breeds is the cost of the 150K SNP chip,
but the prospect of the cheaper 35K chip that might
be compatible with Brahman composites will greatly
increase the amount of genome profiles the can collect
per year and we hope that in will shorten the length of
the BGP project.
Besides the increased rate of genetic change and
international comparability, genomic breeding will open
up a new era of cattle breeding. Genomic selection is the
“precision farming” of animal breeding.
Why are crop farmers prepared to spend millions to
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make sure that they are farming and producing at the
optimal level of efficiency bur cattle breeders are not
prepared to do the same? The current generation of
Brangus breeders are the pioneers that will improve
breeding and production for the generations to come.
The future generations will be able to specifically
select for economically important traits with great
accuracy, this will be advantageous for both seedstock
and commercial producers.
The seedstock producer will be able to selects animals
he knows will fit into his as well as his clients breeding
goals. The commercial producers only buys bulls with
the best carcass traits and the bull that will adapt the
best to his environment.
In the event of a drought breeders can determine
if he wants to keep a calf the second he is born and
slaughter those he does not without the risk of
slaughtering a potential stud bull. How many breeders
have raised an exceptional bull but cannot register it as
a stud bull because of a lack of pedigree or parentage?
With genomic selection we can identify the studbook
and pedigree of an animal without any records
whatsoever; this lets inspectors focus on economically
important animals instead of identifying animals for
first acceptances.
It has been decades since we stepped out of the stone
age of breeding and selection with the help of breeding
values. We are on the brink of the new era – it is time to
join the revolution.
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